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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Popular White Marble And Brass Harlow Picket Mosaic Tile For Wall

Short Description: Made of high-quality white marble

and brass materials, this white picket mosaic tile

product combines traditional and modern elements,

making it the highlight of any interior space. This tile is

designed as a mosaic of small long hexagonal shapes

in a unique geometric pattern.

Model No.: WPM184A

Pattern: Hexagonal Picket

Color: White, Gold

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Brass

Product Detail:

Product Description

The popular white marble and brass Harlow picket mosaic wall tile is a very popular

decorative wall tile with superior quality and unique design. Made of high-quality white

marble and brass materials, this white picket mosaic tile product combines traditional and

modern elements, making it the highlight of any interior space. This tile is designed as a

mosaic of small long hexagonal shapes in a unique geometric pattern. The natural veins of

the Eastern White marble add elegance and stateliness to the walls, while the brass infuses

the overall design with a touch of modern chic. This contrasting combination makes this
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Harlow picket mosaic tile unique and perfectly suitable for every interior style. This tile is not

just a decorative material, but also has excellent performance and reliable durability. White

marble is hard and won't scuff or scratch easily, keeping it looking great for a long time. The

brass material has excellent corrosion resistance, is not easy to rust, and can maintain a good

appearance in a humid environment. The popular White Marble and Brass Harlow Picket

Mosaic Wall Tiles are not only suitable for residential projects but also for decoration in

commercial and public places.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Popular White Marble And Brass Harlow Picket Mosaic Tile For Wall

Model No.: WPM184A

Pattern: Hexagonal Picket

Color: White, Gold

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Brass

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM184A

Color: White And Golden

Material Name: Oriental White Marble Mosaics, Brass Copper

Model No.: WPM184B

Color: White And Golden

Material Name: Oriental White Marble Mosaics, Metal



Model No.: WPM184C

Color: Black And Gold

Marble Name: Black Marquina Marble, Metal

Product Application

This Harlow Picket Mosaic Tile can be applied to various spaces such as bathrooms, kitchens, living

rooms, offices, etc., adding a unique artistic atmosphere to the space. In the bathroom, this tile can be

used on the walls or in the shower area to create a luxurious and comfortable atmosphere as a marble

picket tile backsplash. In the kitchen, it can be used as a decoration on the wall or kitchen background

wall to bring a modern feeling to the whole space and make a picket mosaic tile backsplash. In living

rooms and offices, this tile can be used to decorate walls or create unique art pieces that enhance the

beauty of the entire space.

Additionally, the popular white marble and brass Harlow picket mosaic wall tiles are also available for

commercial and public spaces such as hotels, restaurants, shops, and exhibition spaces. Its unique

design and high-quality materials make it an eye-catching decorative element capable of attracting

more customers and spectators.

FAQ

Q: Can I get a piece of a sample of this Popular White Marble And Brass Harlow Picket Mosaic Tile For

Wall? Is it free or not?

A: You need to pay for the mosaic stone sample, and free samples can be offered if our factory has

current stock. The delivery cost is not free paid as well.



Q: How much is the proofing fee for this Popular White Marble And Brass Harlow Picket Mosaic Tile For

Wall? How long to come out for samples?

A: Different patterns own different proofing fees. It takes about 3 - 7 days to come out for samples.

Q: Is your product price negotiable or not?

A: The price is negotiable. It can be changed according to your quantity and packaging type. When you

are making an inquiry, please write the quantity you want in order to make the best account for you.

Q: How long does the delivery usually take?

A: 15 - 35 natural days.


